SAVE THE DATE
PATIENT IDENTITY SERVICE
PROJECT LAUNCH

MARCH 3, 2011
1:00PM - 2:00PM Eastern Time
Phone Conference Call

A Key to Meaningful Use: Patient Identity and Authentication
Building on Current Technology to Enable "Meaningful Use" Transactions
Open Architecture for Citizen-Centered Solutions
Overview of PIDS Project - Phase 1

Summary: A Patient ID Service that can identify and authenticate a patient across multiple systems to gain access to their health records and services, enabling "Meaningful Use" transactions.

- Research, Design and Specify a Patient Identity Service (PIDS)
- Facilitate meeting Meaningful Use requirements (issued by HSS ONC on November 7, 2010 for Patient Access Measure 5 of the “Menu Set” and Measure 12 of the “Core Measures” applicable to Eligible Professionals)
- Specify a proof of concept to test and further develop the PIDS in Phase 2.
- The goal is to design and specify a PIDS in a way that is technology neutral, vendor neutral and for which at least one compliant implementation will be created under an open source Apache 2.0 license.
Major Project Intersection Points

There are a number of initiatives, efforts and projects existing or in development with which the PIDS will intersect:

- Kantara Identity Assurance Framework
- National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace
- Meaningful Use requirements
- U.S. Federal ICAM
- NHIN Direct and/or Connect Project
- Major healthcare work such as
  - EHR/PHRs,
  - Health Information Exchange,
  - Health Benefit Exchange
A college student attending school out of state seeks medical treatment;
- Treatment will be facilitated by access to previous healthcare records;
- The student requests records from previous provider;
- Electronic records are delivered to the student
  - A copy is entered into a personal health record controlled by the student
  - A copy is forwarded to the new provider
Project Plan

Major Project Deliverables and Milestones/Events

- **Milestone 1**: PIDS Project Kick-Off Session
- **Milestone 1.1**: PIDS Launch
- **Deliverable 1**: PIDS Project Overview
- **Milestone 2**: Complete Interviews and Field Survey
- **Deliverable 2**: Requirements & Constraints Document
- **Deliverable 2.1**: Concept Design or Options Document
- **Milestone 2**: Mid-Project Review Session
- **Deliverable 3**: Draft PIDS Design & Phase 2 Pilot Plan
- **Milestone 3**: Final Presentation Session
Field Survey

Conduct Survey and Create Listing of Current Materials and Documentation such as:

- Literature on patient identity and related HIT issues
- Technology and Standards for identity, authentication and permissions and related HIT issues
- Health portals for patients and their:
  - Methods of identity token, authentication and permissions
  - CCR standards for
    - Identity tokens and attributes
    - Related HIT use and entity naming
    - XSLT use
    - Import and export of data

http://www.ecitizenfoundation.org/2011/03/field-survey.html
Requirement Process

Goal: Develop Synthesized report of findings and recommended requirements and constraints to inform design phase

- Interview a broad range of stakeholders and interested parties, including:
  - Providers
  - Government
  - Patients
  - Vendors
  - Privacy-ists
  - Academics
- Outreach to enable a broader range of participation through web forms and invitations to comment from members of select organizations.
Participate in Phase 2

Goal: People and Organizations will demonstrate desire to participate in Phase 2 by signing Letter of Intent

- Develop Contact Lists
- Develop Promotional Materials
  - Video
  - Social Media
  - Documents
- Distribute & Promote Project and Materials
  - Social Media
  - Webinar(s)
  - Email, IM, etc.
- Contact and converse with potential participants
To Get Involved Now:

For more information about joining the Kantara's Health Identity Assurance Workgroup: http://kantarainitiative.org/confluence/display/healthidassurance

To participate in field survey & requirements gathering, contact us today: http://www.ecitizenfoundation.org/2011/02/patient-identity.html

To follow the progress of the project, add your name to the contact list today:
* Receive Phase One Final Report
* Field Survey Participation and Report
* Requirements Participation and Report
* Press Release/Event Notices

Join the Projects Social Media Outlets:

#pids (hashtag)